FILL IN THE BLANKS
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At first, whenever my department head approaches me and welcomes me with words that I necessitate to relieve a class, I feel as if I want to vanish instantly. Queries such as: Why me? It started to eat my every nerve. I feel I was her apple of the eye every time my co-teacher is absent. It is not fair, I told myself.

Nevertheless, even though I craved so much to say “no”, my scruples bother me. “What about the students?” is the query that mugged me? Then before I grasp, I robotically nod my head.

“Ok, head” is response that my traitor mouth has articulated.

As accentuated by Classcover (2019), one of the principal defies with relief teaching is the ambiguity of work. Instituting associations with pupils is an indispensably imperative part of the period of the educator. Founding the air of the class by crafting a nonviolent and sheltered classroom atmosphere propels students home blissful. As a reliever you necessitate to have your own in place that is simple to administer and gratifying for your pupils. Numerous educational practitioners favour a raffle ticket and prize box scheme, but whatsoever works is the greatest.

At the end of the day, irrespective whether they are not my fixed class, heedlessly whether my free time was disbursed to handle classes, I always endure in mind that students are still students who merit to be educated by the finest teachers.
Currently, I am a self-proclaimed veteran in relieving classes. And my absent co-teacher owed me one.
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